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The secret to the success of the program is its ability
to make use of Chicago's most undervalued assets:
throw-away kids, throw-away parents, and throw-away
computers. - Calvin Pearce
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A t night, Calvin _Pe~ce is an engin~er who maintains all systems for the

flgiant comrnumcations,finn, Amentech. By day, he runs the Time Dollar
Cross-Age Peer Tutoring program in Chicago.
Back in 1995, when Mayor Richard Daley decided to reform •public
education, he appointed his chief budget officer, Paul Vallas, to be the CEO.
Chicago's record at that point was just as bad as Washington, D.C.'s-and
Washington, D.C., ranked 51st in the nation.
I asked Paul Vallas how he was going to change that: "You have the
same kids, the same teachers, same buildings, same textbooks, same
families. What's going to change?"
I had a problem with his solution: bringing in 10,000 tutors from the
outside. The research shows that outside tutors help individuals, but they
don't ?ecessarily change the system. What Dr. J~es_Comer poin~ out is
that kids don't learn because they are afraid of reJection from therr peers.
It's dangerous to seek the approval of a teacher. You get labeled a nerd-or
Worse.
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a kid to be caught learning. The quickest way to ~o
was to get older
kids to reward younger kids with praise for getting nght answers. That
•t better than safe to learn; that would buy them approval and
WO uld makel
.
•
(as we found out) actual physical protection.
So Vallas gave us a chance. The first year, five elementary schools in
Englewood; the next year, ten, because the first year was so successful.
Now it's up to twenty-five schools.
That first year, when I walked through the school cafeteria at Parker,
there were 200 kids after school. The principal used a bullhorn to quiet
them and then handed out assignments. After that, all one heard was a
quiet buzz-lots of kids talking quietly to each other-but no yelling, no
running up and down the aisles. Just kids really interested in what they
were doing.
I went up to a kid who was simultaneously grading a math quiz,
checking the answers on a science test, and testing his tutee on spelling.
"How do you do all of that?" I asked, "That's real multi-tasking." He looked
at me with a "What's your problem" look, as if to say, "Isn't that the way
everyone does it?"
Later on, I sat with a group of older students who had been tutors, to
find out what they had learned when helping the younger kids.
The first one said, "I learned that when my tutee asked me a question,
I had better write it down, to make sure I answered it."
. A second hand went up. "I learned that when I asked my tutee a
question, I had to make him repeat the question first before he answered
it." '
- A third didn't wait to be recognized. "I learned some of these kids are
hard-headed." And I thought, this one will empathize with his teacher much
more now.
A fourth ~ery s~y, thin girl in the front row looked up from under long
lashes and said ~esitantly, "I learned that when my kid did her homework
well, I should stick a label on the paper and write 'Yi
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So we got anyone who volunt
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expectations on the first and second graders.
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Remember, these are the throw-away kids. Suddenly, they had become
educators, teachers-co-producers of learning. And they had something that
no teacher, no adult, has. They are peers-and better yet, older peers. Every
kid seems to want praise and approval and acceptance from an older kid.
The older kids made it fun to learn. We found out from the principals
that attendance actually went up on days when after-school tutoring took
place. Kids came to school in order to tutor or be tutored.
The older kids also made it . safe to learn, on two levels. Peer
acceptance was either automatic or irrelevant. Either peer rejection didn't
happen, or it lost its power to prevent learning when something better-an
older kid's praise, approval and friendship-could be earned by learning,
performing, trying over and over again. Peer tutoring made learning safe in
a different way. The bullying and after-school fighting stopped. It was to be
expected that tutors wouldn't beat up their tutees; what we hadn't
anticipated was that they wouldn't let anyone else do that, either. Learning
bought you a protector. Not bad.
.
Something else was happening, as well. Some of ~hese not-so-s~ecial
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pride in having helped their child get a computer, spoke volumes-to us
and to their kids.
One mother told me that the only t~e ~he had been to the school
before that was to get bad reports on her child s performance and that until
now she had dreaded coming to the school. N ~w, she ~ad come to help out.
She felt enormous pride in seeing her own child helpmg younger children.
And her job had been simply to walk up and down the aisle to see if anyone
needed help.
One seventh-grader's mother had died two months before it was time
for him to get his computer. He hadn't seen his father for six years, but he
was so determined to claim what he had earned that he hunted him down.
The father, proud to be reunited with his son, earned the eight Time Dollars
needed. He didn't stop there, though; he decided to tal<e over as parent, full
time, permanently.
The first year, we lost one kid to a gang shooting. His parents came to
us with two requests: Would we be sure to include in the boy's obituary that
he was a tutor and was working to earn a computer?-because that's how
they felt he would have wanted to be remembered. And would we let his
younger brother take over where he left off? They wanted those Time
Dollars to be a kind of legacy so that the younger brother could finish
earning the computer by building on the Time Dollars his older brother had
earned. You never know what's going to hit you hardest, the triumph or the
tears. But you know that there's no going back.
The tangible reward itself seemed to have a special poetcy to it We
rounded up old computers that no one else wanted from military bases,
insurance companies, law firms and wherever we could find them. First it
was 286s, then 386s; now it's 486s and 586s. Y2K has turned a stream into a
torrent. And as the new 64-bit operating system comes on line, kids will just
have to make do with throw-away Pentium MMX's. Those throw-away
computers can help bridge the great and growing digital divide between the
haves and the have-nots in this new Information Age.
The real reward, though, is not the computer but what earning that
comput~r symbolizes. It says, You can create for yourself a new future-b¥ helping others. It means that we have the power to reclaim throw-away
kids,. throw-a~ay parents, and throw-away computers-and to create a
gen~me learmng community with no limits. That's happening. It's powered
by kids and computers and parents helping oversee their kids' functioning
as educators. All paid for by the Chicago Public School System, and
~mbraced by teachers and principals who say it's just what they needed,
Just what was missing.
These. kids
• consumers ( or non-consumers)
. have changed from passive
of education mto active co-producers. They have reconfigured the world of
relevant approval: Their praise and acceptance were sufficiently powerful
to overcome fear of peer rejection as a deterrent to learning Even better,
somehow that deterrent never materialized. They had made coming to
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school, and learning, safe.
When kids, olde~ and younger, became co-producers, they changed the
product, the production process, and the production work force. Kids were
no longer merely future adults. The focus was not on what they lacked. They
were not empty vessels to fill, cracked vessels to repair, or defective
merchandise that the public school triage system relegated to the scrap heap.
They were producers, earners, learners, mentors. And they had proof. In fact,
they had three kinds of proof: a Time Dollar bank statement recording their
hours; a computer, a symbol of approval so important and so valid that even
their parents had been willing to earn some Time Dollars to get it and bring
it home; and one or more new buddies-a tutor they could look up to, or a
tutee they could point to whom they had helped and would protect.
In a landmark Supreme Court case, Justice Potter Stewart declared
that even if he could not define Obscenity, he knew it when he saw it. The
Time Dollar Cross-Age Peer Tutoring program meets that intuitive
lmowledge standard. We may still be groping for a satisfactory definition of
Co-Production, but we know Assets and we know Co-Production when we
see them. And we've seen them both in action in Chicago.

CoURTS AND THROW-AWAY JUVENILES
Question

by Time Dollar Youth Court juror: Where will you be in five

years?
Answer

by Respondent: Dead or locked up.
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